The brain operates surprisingly well despite the noisy nature of individual neurons. The central 6 mechanism for noise mitigation in the nervous system is thought to involve averaging over 7 multiple noise-corrupted inputs. Subsequently, there has been considerable interest recently to 8 identify noise structures that can be averaged out to preserve reliable signal encoding. By 9 analyzing realistic synaptic integration in biophysically accurate neuronal models, I report a role 10 for a complementary de-noising approach mediated by focal dendritic spikes. Dendritic spikes 11 might seem unlikely candidates for noise reduction due to their miniscule integration 12 compartments and poor averaging abilities. Nonetheless, the extra thresholding step introduced 13 by dendritic spike generation could increase neuronal tolerance for a broad category of noise 14 structures, some of which cannot be resolved well with averaging. Computations with multiple 15 dendritic spikes compensate for compartment size constraints and expand the repertoire of 16 conditions that can be reliably processed by neuronal populations. models have examined the function of neural networks in noisy conditions (Faisal et al., 2008; 22 Franke et al., 2016; Kohn et al., 2016; Zylberberg et al., 2016; Zylberberg et al., 2017) . In virtually 23 all studies, neurons were formulated to integrate their synaptic inputs linearly (McCulloch and 24 Pitts, 1990). However, most biological neurons are not linear integrators of synaptic inputs.
Introduction

18
Neurons generate variable responses to the repetitive presentation of the same stimulus (Faisal 19 et al., 2008) . This variability, or noise, can corrupt the neuronal representation of the signal and 20 limit the amount of usable information in neuronal populations (Kohn et al., 2016) . Numerous 
158
Similar results were observed when the information content of the postsynaptic output was
159 measured with a mutual information metric (methods). The peak information in a binary 160 discrimination task is 1 bit per trial, and a random input conveys zero bits. In the ohmic-linear 161 model, the stochastic noise did not change the postsynaptic information rate (Figure 3 B, left). As 162 discrimination was nearly perfect for synaptic processing with dendritic subunits in control, the 163 information was close to unity (0.99±0.01 bits), and dramatically diminished in the presence of 
179
To control for the possibility that the difference between synaptic integration scenarios 
191
Enhanced robustness of dendritic computation of direction selectivity to classification errors 192
In the simulations presented above, the computational task was binary discrimination between 
201
I probed direction selectivity by recording the firing in the postsynaptic cell in response to 202 directional cues coming from the synaptic drive. In brief, directional tuning of each presynaptic 203 cell set its firing rate. For consistency with previous simulations, the tuning curve of the cell 204 peaked at its preferred direction (PD) and elicited twice as many presynaptic spikes as did the 205 null direction (ND) (Figure 4 A, black). The amplitude and the direction of the preferred response 206 varied between presynaptic cells (methods).
207
The stochastic noise was modeled as before ( ). The tolerance of direction 217 selectivity computation to presynaptic variability was generally similar to the two-stimulus 218 discrimination task described above.
219
In the ohmic-linear integration, the DSI of the postsynaptic cell was only marginally better in 
227
In the active dendritic integration scenario, noise-free stimulation at the ND seldom provoked 
233
Dendritic computations in the presence of background synaptic activity 12
In the simulations presented so far, the postsynaptic cell was stimulated with signal-bearing 235 synapses only. However, cortical cells in-vivo are exposed to a seemingly random background To assess the sensitivity of dendritic processing to a more realistic synaptic environment, I added 241 a signal-independent synaptic background. This background activity consisted of excitatory and 242 inhibitory synapses distributed randomly over the dendritic tree ( Figure 5 A, C, methods).
243
Activation of these inputs depolarized the cell, increased the trial-to-trial variability of the resting (Figure 8 ).
334
In mammals, various neuronal types possess the necessary dendritic machinery for focal irrespective of the size of the presynaptic population (Figures 1, 3 ) and the number of neurons 369 dedicated to the task ( Figure 6 ). Critically, the situation is different with active dendritic 
376
Evidence for classification noise in neurons 377
Experimental results support the notion that classification errors are present in the brain.
378
Cortical responses to sensory stimulation can be binary, composed of a single or no action (Figures 1, 3) .
386
Classification errors are harder to distinguish from the stochastic process for a stronger firing 398
Active dendrites and neural networks 399
The presented evidence points to the conclusion that the common assumption that ohmic-linear 400 synaptic integration with AMPARs is similar to an idealized linear integrator is incorrect.
401
Especially telling was the observation that a network composed of ohmic-linear cells 402 20 underperformed as a binary discriminator, as in many cases it did not fare better than a single 403 ohmic-linear cell, while neurons with dendritic amplification mechanism excelled in this task 404 ( Figure 6 ). This finding resonates with progressive enhancement of metrics of direction and 405 orientation selectivity in the cortex. In mice, thalamic input to V1 is weakly tuned (Sun et al., 
425
Methods
426
The simulations were conducted on multicompartmental models using the NEURON 7.4 427 simulation platform. The modeled cells were subdivided into 483-1022 compartments, with a 428 maximum length of 19 µm. For the layer 2/3 pyramidal cell, the area of the soma was 1350 µm 2 , 429 and the total dendritic length was 3320 µm 2 . For layer 5 pyramidal cell, somatic area was 2380 430 µm 2 , and the total dendritic length was 9420 µm 2 . The resting membrane potential was set to -431 60 mV, the membrane resistance was set to 10,000 Ω·cm 2 , the axial resistance was 100 Ω·cm, 
461
The tuning profile of presynaptic cells was set according to the following generalized normal firing pppattern, the average firing rate was 10 Hz.
478
Two stimuli discrimination: In these simulations the presynaptic population was modeled as in 479 the direction selectivity case. Only PD and ND (180° and 0° respectively) directions were probed.
480
In these simulations classification errors were introduced as in the simple model ( Figure 1 
680
The cell was innervated with an increasing number of presynaptic inputs that were either evenly 681 distributed between five distal branches (A) or focused on a single proximal dendrite (A). Top, 682 the number of postsynaptic action potentials for preferred (solid) and null (dotted) stimulations.
683
Bottom, the mutual information derived from the firing output of the cell. n=1000 repeats for 684 each condition, shades mark S.D. 
